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INTRODUCTION
Under the Local Government Act 1993 (the Act), Councils have a range of functions and powers
including, but not limited to, the following:
S20(1) (a) to provide for the health, safety and welfare of the community
(b) to represent and promote the interests of the community
(c) to provide for the peace, order and good government of the municipal area
In terms of achieving these and other objectives Council is required to develop a range of
strategic and operational plans and documents that underpin the operations of the Council; the
importance of which should not be underestimated.
S68
S70
S70A
S70B
S70C
S70D
S71
S82

Strategic Plan
Long Term Financial Management Plan
Financial Management Strategies
Long Term Strategic Asset Management Plan
Asset Management Policies
Asset Management Strategies
Annual Plan
Estimate (Rating)

This document addresses in part S82 as highlighted, which requires the Council to prepare
Budget Estimates of the Council’s revenue and expenditure for each Financial Year. A significant
element includes the raising of revenue through rates.
The following Rating Strategy Overview is presented to explain the rationale, context and
overall operational philosophy behind the Council’s Rating Strategy and its integration with the
relevant Budget Documents which represent the financial means for the development of the
Flinders Community.
Effectively it provides an introductory snapshot of the past rating efforts and future predictions,
leading to the eventual adoption of the rating component of future budgets.

BACKGROUND
Under the Local Government Act 1993 (the Act), Councils have a range of rating powers that
provide for a great deal of flexibility. In 2017/18, in part due to Council experiencing a
municipal-wide revaluation process, Council took the opportunity to rationally and logically
alter its rating system by moving from Annual Value with a minimum rate plus a waste Levy to
Capital Value with a Fixed Charge.
This followed detailed examination of the rationale of the rating system both in practical and
operational terms. This included benchmarking with other Councils, as well as for the first time,
a detailed property by property analysis of the effects of variations in rates and methodologies,
remembering that under the Act, rate constitutes taxation for the purposes of Local
Government, rather than a fee-for-service, and that the value of rateable land is an indicator of
the capacity of the ratepayer in respect of that land to pay rates.
In doing, Council also introduced rates for some property classifications that differ from the
general rate with differentials applied in relation to property use (Commercial and Residential)
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and location (Cape Barren Island). In part, this was because the previous Annual Value Rating
Methodology had artificial caps included which, amongst other things, effectively over
emphasized several commercial land uses.
At the time there was no major change in level of rating with a 3.5% average increase applied.
The net result was that, notwithstanding what was a significant change in some instances in
movements in valuations, there were very few queries from ratepayers. Importantly, apart from
an improved equity of the system, Council also introduced rating not just on land use but also
locality, thereby advancing several potential options into the future.

CONTEXT
In context, Council’s operating revenue is broadly made up of Rates and Charges, Statutory Fees
and Fines, User Fees, Grants, Contributions, Interest and Other Income. Council has minimal
direct control of most elements other than Rates and Charges and User Fees where decisions
are totally within the Council’s control. With respect to User Fees the most significant effect
relates to Airport Fees and Charges.
With respect to growth in rates, Council’s performance has been unspectacular as shown by the
following:

Rate increase per annum
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Illustrative Rate increases
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It is difficult to ascertain exactly what transpired in the past without detailed modelling of
previous years rates data but essentially, what appears to have occurred is that there has been
barely above inflation increases in rates with growth in rates income masked by growth in
development.
For a very small municipality such as Flinders, this becomes problematical.

BENCHMARKING
Council has recently been provided with a Rates Snapshot 2016-17 prepared by the Local
Government Division of the Department of Premier and Cabinet, of rating undertaken
throughout Tasmanian Local Government. Data for each Council is listed and grouped into the
five council classifications, based on population, size and density in line with the Australian

Classification of Local Governments (ACLG).

Flinders is classified in the Rural Agricultural, Small and Medium (RASM) classification. A copy
of the relevant RASM Data for 2016/17 is attached in Appendix 1.
A few significant points arise
(a) Council’s average rate of all rateable properties of $1,242 is less than the RASM sector
average ($1,264) and significantly less than the state average ($1,516).
(b) Council’s Rate revenue and a percentage of total operating revenue 35.9% is
significantly less than the RASM sector average (51.4%) and significantly less than the
state average (58.8%). This indicator is perhaps the most reliable one.
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Rate revenue as a percentage of operating revenue
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(c) Council’s average amount of operating costs per rateable property of $4,358 is
significantly greater than RASM sector average ($2,775) as well as the state average
($2,543).
(d) Flinders’ median weekly household income of $1,021 is only slightly less than the state
average ($1,100) and significantly greater than many of the other RASM Councils.
The conclusions could not be clearer.
• We are small and perhaps disadvantaged in local government terms.
• We have not charged enough for our services funded through rates.
• We have the scope to significantly increase rate income and still be within the bounds
of what other local governments charge.
• The notion that we are objectively “poor” is difficult to sustain.
• We may disagree but externally, the Auditor General, the Local Government Division
and potentially the Minister won’t.
Discussions with King Island Council have indicated that they are taking the same approach, i.e.
to lift their rate revenue to something like the sector average.
In addition to the above, a separate more nuanced analysis has been undertaken over the past
two years with comparisons with other Northern Tasmanian Councils.
As indicated in Appendix 2, Comparative Rates Details of Rates for Northern Tasmanian
Councils, this conclusion is reinforced with Flinders rating within each category at generally
lower levels.
Importantly, however, it seems in the residential sector Flinders is already high by comparison
and that in equity terms any general rate increase should not apply as much to the residential
sector as to other sectors. A general reallocation to reflect this is considered appropriate and
should be undertaken with detailed rate modelling.
Council has a range of options under the Local Government Act 1993 and as outlined in
Council’s Rating Policy, having differential rates based on locality, use of land and land use codes
are possible options that will improve the equity of Council’s rates base.
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Appendices
APPENDICES
Appendix 1
Appendix 2

Copy of the relevant RASM Data Classification Analysis
Comparative Details of Rates for Northern Tasmanian Councils
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Appendix 1 Copy of the relevant RASM Data Classification Analysis
Portion of Rates Snapshot 2016-17 prepared by the Local Government Division of the
Department of Premier in Cabinet of rating undertaken throughout Tasmanian Local
Government.
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Appendix 2
Comparative Rates Details of Rates for Northern Tasmanian
Councils
Note George Town and Meander Valley are 2016/17 figures. Balance 2017/18
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